Abstract. If A is a closed convex set in the complex plane then 9l(A; H) denotes all the normal (bounded linear) operators on the fixed separable Hilbert space H with spectrum contained in A. The fixed operator A has N as an 9t(A; //>approximant provided N belongs to 9L(A; H) and the operator norm \\A -N\\ equals pA(A), the distance from A to 9l(A; H). With some hypothesis on A, this note proves that the dimension of the convex set of all 9l(A; ir>approximants of normal operator A is (dim Hŵ here HQ is the orthogonal complement of ker(|^4 -F(A)\ -pA(A)) and F(z) is the unique distaince minimizing retract of the complex plane onto A.
1.
Introduction. If A is a closed convex set in the complex plane then 9l(A; H) denotes all the normal (bounded linear) operators on the fixed separable Hilbert space H with spectrum contained in A. The fixed operator A has N as an 9l(A; /O-approximant provided N belongs to 9l(A; H) and the operator norm \\A -N\\ equals pA(A), the distance from A to 9l(A; H). The set of all 9l(A; -íf")-approximants of A is denoted 9l(A; A). Provided A is normal and A is a closed convex subset of some straight line in the complex plane, the main theorem of this note constructs enough members of 91 (A; A) to determine its dimension as a convex set (see [7, pp. 7-9] ). Thus, the main theorem generalizes previously known results for positive approximants [1, Theorem 5.2] and selfadjoint approximants [2, Corollary 3.3] ; it also answers analogous questions for best approximation by selfadjoint and nonnegative contractions. Halmos [4] suggests consideration of nonnegative contractions.
It appears that the proof of the main theorem has isolated the precise ingredients for establishing such results. Perhaps greater clarity is a consequence. To eliminate trivialities it is assumed, henceforth, that A contains at least two points.
2. Preliminaries. Before the main theorem is proved, consideration is given to the hypothesis which is responsible for limiting A. The appropriateness of this hypothesis will be clear from the proof of the main theorem. If Q is some orthogonal projection on H, then QT\QH is the compression of F to QH. Proof. If dim A is infinite then it is easy to see that the dimension of 9l(A; A) is infinite. Henceforth, dim A is assumed to be finite. Since A is a subset of some straight Une in the plane, it is easy to see that it suffices to assume A is a subset of the real numbers R. There are n operators like Pj and n(n -1) operators like either PkJ or QkJ.
The cases that a is -oo or b is oo are handled in a manner analogous to the argument of the preceding paragraph.
3. Main results. In the proof of the main theorem several subspaces will be described in terms of the spectral measure of the normal operator A. Since the spectral measure is difficult to construct in concrete cases, an alternative description of the most important subspace is developed.
P. R. Halmos constructed an 9l(A; /i)-approximant for a normal operator A in [5] . If F(z) is the unique distance minimizing retract of the complex plane onto A then the Halmos 9l(A; //)-approximant of A is F(A). Since F(z) is continuous, the operational calculus for A defines F(A) and shows the distance pA(A) to be sup{dist(z, A): z G a(A)) where a(A) is the spectrum of A and dist(z, A) is inf{|z -w\: w E A). The compact set {z: dist(z, A) = pA(A) and |z| < \\A\\) will be denoted by T. 
This proves that E(T)H equals the kernel of (pA(A)2 -\A -F(A)\2). The facts that \A -F(A)\ is a nonnegative operator, pA(A) is a nonnegative number and pA(A)2 -\A-F(A)\2 = (pA(A) -\A-F(A)\)(pA(A)+\A -F(A)\)
prove the lemma.
Recall that the set of all 9l(A; ¿/)-approximants of T is denoted 9l(A; T).
Lemma. Let A be a normal operator and let 9l(A; H) be closed under formation of compressions. If N belongs to 9l(A; A) then E(T)H reduces N to F(A)\E(T)H.

Proof. The following computation shows that E(T)N\E(T)H belongs to 9l(A; A\E(T)H): \\A\E(T)H -E(T)N\E(T)H\\ = \\E(T)(A -N)E(T)\\
<\\A-N\\ = pA(A) and pA(A\E(T)H) = sup{dist(z, A): z E o(A\E(T)H)} = sup{dist(z, A): z E a(A) n T) = pA(A).
In the trivial case that E(T)H = (0} the desired conclusion is trivial.
By [3, Theorem 4] the unique 9l(A; //>approximant of A\E(T)H is F(A\E(T)H) = F(A)\E(T)H. Consequently, relative to the decomposition H = E(T)H © E(F)H, N has a matrix of the form F(A)\E(T)H E2\
Ex E3J-
For any unit vector/ E E(T)H one has \\(A-N)ff =\\(A -F(A))ff+\\Exff and \\(A -F(A))f]\ > inf{|z|: z E o(¿ -F(A)\E(Y)H)} = inf(|z -A(z)|: z E a(,4) n T} = pA(A).
This implies that ||£,/||2 = 0 and so Ex = 0. The same argument applied to (A -N)* shows that E2 = 0 and the desired conclusion follows. 
\\A -T\\ = max{\\(A -F(A))\E(T)H\\, \\(A -G(A) -N)\E(r)H\\]
= max{pA(A), \\(A -G(A))\E(r)H\\ + \\N\\} = pA(A). Note that the spectral mapping theorem shows that the spectral radius of (A -G(A))\E(TC)H does not exceed n + 8 and since this operator is normal, its spectral radius equals its norm. This proves that {R -(F(A)\H{jL © G(A)\H0); R G 9l(A; A)} contains a copy of ^IfAn, Hq) and inequality (») follows from Lemma 2.2.
If dim H0 is infinite and A\H0 has infinitely many eigenvalues (counted according to multiplicity) then the method of the preceding paragraph shows that dim %(A; A) is infinite.
The remaining case that dim H0 is infinite and A \H0 has only finitely many eigenvalues (counted by multiplicity) is the most difficult. A well-known measure theory technique for the complex plane is required, and the version presented in [6, pp. 51-54] will be used. For the reader's convenience the key ideas of that technique are appropriately reformulated. If w is a complex number and 8 is a positive number then the set (z: a < re z < a + 5, ß < im z < ß + 8} is the 5-box with corner at a + iß, where a and ß axe real. For n = 1,2,. . . let Sn be the set of all (2-")-boxes with corners at x + iy where x and v are both integral multiples of 2~". Let Tn be {C G Sn: E(C)¥=0} where £(•) is the spectral measure for A and let 9" be \J{TX,T2,. ..). Take a sequence [DX,D2,.. . } from ty such that i >/ implies D¡ c Dj and Z>, =£ Dj. It is straightforward to see that (~\{DX,D2, . . .} consists of exactly one complex number, say w.
Because the orthogonal complement in E(TC)H of the span of the eigenspaces corresponding to eigenvalues of N off T must be infinite dimensional,
